
 

I’m sure the idea of selling their practice 

has come up to many dentists, and obvi-

ously the question arises, when is a good 

time.  Well, I have a few things to say 

about this topic to you. 

I am going to start my discussion on 

something that some dentists probably 

don’t consider but should when con-

fronted with this idea.  Right off the bat, I 

warn dentists to beware of where the 

advice is coming from.  As dentists, and 

high income earners, you have an end-

less supply of people who likely ap-

proach you trying to sell products and 

services.  Your mission is to sift trough 

these things and figure out what things 

are plausible, and which are not, meant 

simply to try and make a buck off of you.  

Well...selling your practice is no different 

and making sure your advice is coming 

from a plausible source is important.  For 

example, I have seen an instance where 

advice was presented to a client in the 

past to sell their practice.  When looking 

at the facts, which I will not get into, it 

was clear the recommendation was 

made for the simple fact that the advisor 

would make a sizeable commission off 

the sale of this practice.  Seem unethi-

cal?  Yes, I would say so.  Unfortunately, 

this world is full of people who will try to 

take advantage and exploit people for 

their own self gain.  So like I said, always 

consider where the advice is coming 

from.  My personal opinion is you should 

be consulting someone other than the 

advisor who will be making the commis- 
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sion on the sale.  Get that additional 

opinion to ensure you are getting the 

advice for the right reasons. 

Other things to consider are: 

1. Age.  If you are still young or even 

fairly recently purchased your prac-

tice, what would be your reason for 

selling? 

2. Debt. If you have a lot of personal 

debt, does owning your own prac-

tice provide you the biggest oppor-

tunity for making money to pay 

your debt down quickly, as op-

posed to working for someone 

else? 

3. Job protection.  Remember, if you 

sell your practice and want to work 

as an associate again, you subject 

yourself to their whims.  You lose 

control again of your own fate and 

your own destiny and are at the 

mercy of their decisions. They may 

sell, they may work more often, 

they may not want you there for 

various reasons. Keep this in mind. 

4. Growth potential.  As a business 

owner, you generally have more 

opportunity to control your income 

growth, providing you explore the 

appropriate options.  As well, you 

must ask yourself, have you real-

ized your practice potential?  Is 

your firm still growing and can you 

make it more valuable?  Both in 

terms of pulling more income out 

of it, and increasing its value for a 

potential sale down the road. 
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5. Investing. What are you going to do 

with your cash, or invest in to earn an 

income? 

These are some things to consider, and 

there are always others.  My main point 

here is to just make sure you are getting 

the appropriate advice for the right rea-

sons and considering various matters. 


